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The period just before June
marked the time when several
temple devotees began a few
major mandala pujas in
anticipation of Guru Poornima. In
addition to upasakas signing up
to do daily annadhanam for the
needy for 45 days, many also did
Guru japam with a loonie or gold
coin to absorb the energy.
Every weekend in June saw
Kumaran Perinpanatan perform
Rudra homams at the temple, as
part of his 45-day Rudra homam
sequence. On weekdays, he did the
homams at different devotees’
homes, always assisted by Mala
amma and Sadgunam amma.

The weekend of June 14, Aiya
and Amma were in Toronto to
teach a workshop on kalasa puja
and homam. On June 26, they
embarked on a trip to England,
where they performed a series of
pujas and lectures, and continued
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to publicize the Ati Rudram
kumbhabhishakem next year.
Before their return to the States on
July 3, they stopped by Paris as
well to visit relatives and install a
Ganapathi statue at a private
residence.
They were back just in time for
Guru Poornima weekend, which
also included a Pradosham puja
that Aiya performed. The
weekend involved two days of
great preparation and culminated
in a beautifully simple celebration
on Monday, July 6.
On July 14, the temple was
unusually packed for a Tuesday
because it hosted a visit from the
kids of the Hindu Heritage camp.
Aiya spent the day talking with
the kids and explaining different
parts of the temple.
The weekend of July 18-19
required Aiya and Amma to be
present for the temple’s own
Viboothi Saivite Immersion
(VSI camp) meetings. A
huge samit mix also took
place that weekend, with
about 50 volunteers
working together to
produce the homa dravyam.
Aiya did a talk at the ICC
on July 21st, after
performing the Aadi
Amavasya puja for those
devotees who wanted to
offer tarpanam for their fathers.
After doing a grihapravesham
(house-warming) puja later that
week, he sat for the Aadi Puram
Chandi homam on July 25.
July 28th saw the second round
of Hindu Heritage camp kids visit

the temple, and the following
weekend saw Varalakshmi
Vratam take place, as well as the
start of the temple’s own oneweek VSI camp.
After doing two Toronto
grihapraveshams on Aug. 19,
Aiya and Amma were back at the
temple for Aug. 23, as it was both
Ganapathi Chaturthi, as well as
the greatly anticipated wedding
of Suba and Gratus. Congrats to
the newlyweds!

Past Events
Workshop: Kalasa Abhishekam
with Homam, June 14
This workshop took place at the
Sri Satya Sai school in
Scarborough, and was attended
by about 150 people from all over
the southern Ontario, Rochester,
and Ottawa areas.
From 9:30 a.m. to about 4:30
p.m., Aiya taught about the inner
workings of a kalasa puja, the
materials needed to perform one,
the effects of the mantras, and
how these things relate back to
the internal body and the external
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universe.
There were also several
question-and-answer periods,
during which Aiya explained
queries according to both
scientific and spiritual principles.

of the Vamana Avatar of Lord
Vishnu, after which Aiya gave a
short speech and signaled all to
have dinner.
Top to
bottom: Aiya
and Amma
arrive; little
Dhanya and
Lalita offer
naivedyam;
the kids
perform a
great play,
complete
with song
and dance.

The yajnashala was packed
with married women this Friday
night, who each had the chance to
perform their own vilakku puja to
a small lamp.
All the ladies were seated and
ready at about 7 p.m., at which
time Aiya chanted the
preliminary mantras and said a
few words about the Varalakshmi
puja. He gave everyone specific,
step-by-step instructions on how
to do the Sri Sukta sodasaupachara puja, and those who

Guru Poornima, July 6

Right:
Kumaran
leads the
Ekadasa
Rudra
homam
while Mala
amma and
Sadgunam
amma
assist and
various
sponsors
take turns
sitting.

Several devotees, many with
their spouses, arrived this
Tuesday morning to offer
tarpanam to their fathers. It is the
tradition to do this puja on this
day if one is unsure of the exact
thithi of his/her father’s passing.
In a group, the attendees
performed a short pindam puja
first with Aiya’s guidance, and
then went down by the Kashi
river to offer the pindams to
nature.

Varalakshmi Vratham, July 31

One of the many banners created specifically
for the kalasam/homam workshop.

The Ottawa/Montreal devotees
created some new and successful
initiatives this Guru Poornima,
including a non-perishable food
drive, a 45-day Guru mandala
puja, and full meal drop-offs to
soup kitchens around Rochester.
Devotees worked in committees
to make sandwiches, clean the
inner and outer temple areas,
decorate the yajnashala, and cook
meals all weekend long.
Guru Poornima morning saw a
massive Ekadasa Rudra homam
headed by Kumaran
Perinpanatan, and attended by
about 100 devotees, as well as
Amma and Aiya.
They returned later that evening
for the full GP puja, which saw
them do puja to their gurus and
then receive puja from about 250
devotees from far and wide.
Aiya’s kids’ class from Markham
also performed a wonderful play

Aadi Amavasya, July 21

cont’d on next page

Aadi Puram, July 25
Since this event fell on a
Saturday this year, the weekly
kalasa sthapanam was partly
performed before the grand
Chandi homam at 5 a.m. After
pavadais, blouses, bracelets, saris,
flowers, fruits, and mangalyams
were offered for each of 13
chapters, the Chandi homam
wrapped up around 8:30 a.m.
At 10 a.m., the regular Saturday
puja began, with a special milk
abhishekam added in for the Vana
Durga murthi as part of Aadi
Puram puja. Later, several trays
of snacks were offered to the Devi
as she sat upon her vrshabha
vahanam (a silver Nandi).
The whole day’s puja lasted
about 9 hours, ending at 2 p.m.

Above: Vimalan
and Ametha
hold the last
purnahuti as
Muralee
assists Aiya
with the
vasodhara
Right: Vana
Durga receives
abhishekam
from everyone
in the
yajnashala.
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Ganapathi Chaturthi, August 23

cont’d from previous page
knew the mantras chanted
along.
At the end, the women tied the
sharadu threads onto each others
wrists and collected their
prasadam bags from Aiya. Some
chose to keep their puja sets to
practice at home while others
simply sponsored to do the puja,
later returning their puja items.

Viboothi Shaivite Immersion
(camp), August 1-8
About 100 children aged 9 to 18,
plus 50 counselors, admin and
selected parents gathered at the
temple for this week-long event.
Like last year, the kids learned
how to chant suktams, sing

About 200 devotees and
volunteers showed up for
Chaturthi this year. It began at
10 a.m. with a kalasam
installation and tarpanam puja,
which all guests were able to do.
A Ganapathi mula mantra
homam followed, with everyone
Scores of sumangalis performed the puja. offering a few of 1008 modagams
into the fire and then doing milk
traditional thevarams, and dance
in the bharatanatyam style. New
lessons included a class on the
2010 kumbhabhishekam,
environmental studies and
wrapping kalasams.
The kids also had a day at a local
park, bhangra dancing, a campfire
and a vegetarian barbecue.

Left:
Campers
gave Aiya
back-up
during
bhajans
Right: All
took part in
Saru acca’s
classical
dance class

Upcoming Events

Sharada Navarathri, September
19-28
This festival usually runs a full
11 or 12 days at the
Rajarajeswari Peetam, instead of
the usual nine. It begins with the
installation of digdevata and
homakundam kalasams in the
yajnashala, and continues each
day with a full kalasa sthapana,

homam, abhishekam and
alankaram to the Devi. Every third
day will also feature a palanquin
procession of the Devi as Durga,
Lakshmi and Saraswati,
respectively, and every evening
will feature a Navaavarana (Sri
Chakra) puja done by a different
pujari each night.
The festival will also include a
massive chariot procession on
Vijayadasami, a grand Chandi
homam, a vidya-arambham puja for
children beginning their education,

Kedaragowri, September 28

Mahalakshmi puja, Navarathri 2008.
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While Navarathri is still
wrapping up, Kedaragowri
vratham will begin and continue
for the upcoming 21 days. Like
Varalakshmi vratham,
Kedaragowri is mostly
sponsored by women who wish
to pray for the well-being of their
husbands, and marks the Devi’s

Top: Sponsors
and devotees
offered ahutis
into the homam
as abhishekam
went on behind
them
Bottom: Pravin
and Mangai
amma cut
loose and
dance while
Utsava
Ganapathi’s
palanquin is
set down in the
yajnashala.

abhishekam to the Utsava
Ganapathi murthi and his
consort, Siddha Lakshmi.
Longtime upasakas Gratus
Devanesan and Suba Jeyaratnam
got married at 4 p.m., after
which the palanquin utsavam
followed in the evening.
and a kulurthi puja on the last
day.
Sponsorships are now open for
fruits, flowers, Chandi homam,
annadhanam, sitting for kalasa
puja, or the full festival.
own merger with Shiva after
performing severe penance.
Nightly pujas will take place at
the temple at 7 p.m. for the three
weeks of the vratham, and will
be focused on the deity of Sri
Ardhanareeshwara.
On Oct. 17, a final puja will
happen with the dressing of the
murthi and distribution of
prasadam to those women who
sponsored.

The Sri Rajarajeswari Peetam ~ 6980 East River Road ~ Rush, NY 14543 ~ Phone: (585) 533 - 1970
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Skanda Sashti, October 18-23
Lord Murugan as well as his
wives Sri Devayani and Sri Valli,
will move from the inner temple
to the yajnashala for these six
days. During that time, they will
receive abhishekam every
evening, as well as an elaborate
puja from all assembled
devotees.
The final day of puja will
include the re-enactment of the
Sura samharam, as well as a
homam for Devayani kalyanam.
All three murthis will be taken
around the temple in procession
that evening.
All who are present will be
able to take part. Please phone
the temple and talk to Selvan if
you wish to sponsor.

In Three Months

Karthikai Vilakku, December 1
This small festival is also one of
the temple’s most beautiful. The
homam and temple areas will be
lit up with deepams to
commemorate Lord Shiva’s form
as an eternal flame on the
Annamalai mountain.
Puja will also take place at
about 7 p.m. that night, and all
are welcome to attend/sponsor.

Devi willing, the next issue of
the Sri Chakra will be up on the
temple’s website at the beginning
of December 2009.
This magazine cannot keep
publishing without
contributions! Articles, poems,
stories and photos about any
spiritual topic are welcomed.
The next deadline for article
submission is November 9.
Please e-mail us with your
contributions or feedback about
this issue at
sri_chakra_mag@srividya.org or
talk to Kamya or Abhi at the
temple.
Sri Gurubhyo Namaha!

Our deepest thanks and gratitude to this issue’s volunteers: Aiya, Vilas
Ank
olekar
v anesan, Chandani Diaz, Mik
ne
Ankolekar
olekar,, Gratus De
Dev
Mikee and Sudha Priy
Priyaa Kear
Kearne
neyy,
Ga
eekant Subramanian and T
har
uman T
ha
v akumar
Gayy athiri Senthilrajan, Sr
Sreekant
Thar
haruman
Tha
hav
akumar..
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a b h i s h e
h
b
m
u The Sri Rajarajeswari Peetam will be hosting its k a
Punarutharuna Kumbhabhishekam July 1-11, 2010.
A massive Ati Rudra homam will happen over 11 days, with 11
Rudra homams performed daily in each of 121 homakundams.

m

Homakundam sponsorships are 50% sold, and are estimated to be sold out by the end of
2009. They are still priced at $1000 to sit for a full day of 11 Rudra homams, but for those
who cannot sit for long periods of time, a new opportunity has been created: $251 to sit for
a single homam.
Just one Rudra homam is proven to permanently eliminate all planetary doshams
(i.e. Sani, Rahu, Kethu, etc.) for oneself and one’s children. For more information
and how to sponsor, please sign up at www.atirudram.com.
Kumbhabhishekam volunteers are still needed! E-mail
svtsyouth@hotmail.com or go to www.srividya.org

Update
5
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Reader Response
In the December ‘08 issue of the Sri Chakra, Aparna
Hasling wrote about the atrocities committed to cows on
factory farms in North America. Consequently, the milk from those cows would
hold negative vibrations when we use it for abhishekam in the temple. The debate
continues—some feel the tradition should stand as long as the milk is accessible,
while others are considering the alternatives.

In the previous Sri Chakra–I was very moved to learn more about the cruelty within the dairy industry.
We did more research and saw a PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals) film in which a cow
gave birth and her baby was taken away (to make veal) and she CRIED…..she cried just as much as any
human mother would cry to have a baby taken away after birth. The three of us were all in tears by the
time the film stopped – she wanted her baby so badly! Because of that article and because of the research we
did afterwards….we have completely switched to soy milk. We make curries with coconut milk (watered
down greatly!!!) and soy milk.
-

Chandani Diaz

Thank you, Aparna, for your article addressing the inhumane treatment of cows on conventional dairy
farms. We have been purchasing organic milk for many years since organic farms treat cows in a more
humane manner, and also because they are not fed the waste from meat manufacturing industries. We do
believe our sacred Hindu rituals are very important so instead of eliminating our traditions we need to
modify them by offering just one small kalasam of organic milk on behalf of all the hundreds of
devotees. Organic milk and vegetables are certainly more expensive but we need to support the farmers
who are doing their best for the humane treatment of cows and helping the environment. We need to put our
money and effort to practice Sri Vidya in and out of the puja room, in all aspects of our lives.
-

Mike and Sudha Kearney

I think it’s a given that we can’t stop doing milk abhishekam, but on the other hand, I don’t think we should
be indirectly supporting the abuse of cows by buying regular milk from cows on factory farms. I mean, we
never said we were going to actively support that, but that’s what we’re doing by purchasing the milk. At
the same time, we can’t add another cost to our temple with all the expenses we already have for the
kumbhabhishekam. Otherwise we’d be spending way too much money even every Saturday (by going
organic) with all the milk we already use. Obviously we’re not doing anything too wrong because Devi still
creates so many miracles around here.
-

Sreekant Subramanian

If it was a cow that we had in our lot, I would say we can totally keep doing milk abhishekam. But since
reading Aparna acca’s article, I realized I completely agree with her—the cows here are tortured and we’re
still doing abhishekam with that milk? What kind of things are we putting into the murthis when we do
that? Since reading that article, I’ve stopped doing abhishekam with milk at the temple most of the time,
except during festivals... if I do it normally, it’ll only be with turmeric and water.
-
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Q & Aiya
Q: Aiya, must you chant Vishnu
Sahasranamam if you chant the
Lalita Sahasranamam?
Aiya: There are 1000 sets of
Sahasranamams that are out
there. Out of that, 100 are
supposed to be better than
anything else. Out of the
hundred, 10 are superior to the
rest. Out of the 10, three are
superior… what are the three?
Lalita Sahasranamam, Vishnu
Sahasranamam, and Shiva
Sahasranamam.
Out of these three, Lalita
Sahasranamam is supposed to be
superior to the other two. Do you
know why? With the other two,
there’s always one mantra that
keep repeating itself, for example,
“Vishnave Prabhavishnave,” in
Vishnu Sahasranamam and “Vo
namaha, Rudraya namaha, vo
namaha…” in Shiva
Sahasranamam. That
shortcoming is called punarukthi
dosham.
In Lalita Sahasranamam, once a
mantra has been said, it won’t
repeat itself. The punarukthi dosham
is not there. Besides, who first
chanted Lalita Sahasranamam?
The Vakdevatas themselves! So it
is superior.
And if you chant Lalita
Sahasranamam you are chanting
Vishnu Sahasranamam—do you
know why? Yonisca Vaishnavisca
rishihi… they are the same person.
Q: Some people say when you
chant the Lalita Sahasranamam
you also have to chant the Lalita
Trisadhi. Is that true?
Aiya: If you chant Lalita
Trisadhi, you should have at least
received the Panchadasakshari

We all love hanging out with Aiya,
drinking tea, and sometimes getting some
guidance on how to travel down our own
paths to the Devi. Here’s an excerpt from one
session where Aiya answered devotees’
questions on Lalita Sahasranamam.

(Panchadasi) mantra—Lalita
Trisadhi is merely an expansion of
the Panchadasi mantra. If you
don’t have Panchadasi, you can’t
chant it.
Q: What time of the day should
I chant Lalita Sahasranamam?
Aiya: If you were a little child of
about two years old, at what time
should you call your mother? Do
you look at the clock and call your
mother? No, you just shout,
“Ammaaa!” and She will come
flying. Don’t treat the Devi any
differently.
Q: Can you explain about shrishti
kramam and samhara kramam in
terms of doing the Sri Chakra
puja?
Aiya: If you want to do
samhara kramam, you go from
outside the Sri Chakra to the
center. If you want to do shrishti
(creation), you go from the center
to the outside. Correct? Our
Guruji’s parampara teaches
samhara kramam to merge with
the Devi. You’re trying to

condense everything until She is
all that remains.
If you want to do the creative
aspect and you want to do Bala
upasana and you want to chant
all the bijaaksharas in the
svadishtana chakra while you’re
at it, be my guest… just don’t look
at me if you get into any trouble!
See, Amma, Bala,
Mahatripurasundari, Kamakshi,
Lalita, Shodasi… they’re all the
same.
Q: Or your guru?
Aiya: If you worship your guru,
you’re going to see an ugly
creature coming before you…
namely your guru! When I first
got the mantra from Guruji and I
started to do the Navaavarana
puja, I’d feel like I’m seated next to
a woman. When I opened my
eyes, this guy is sitting there with
a huge beard and mustache.
One day I said to him, “What is
this? I close my eyes and you feel
like a woman to me.” And he said,
“I have the exact same problem
with you!” That Guruji has a
terrific sense of humour!

Aiya
relaxes
with the
remaining
crowd late
at night,
after this
year’s
Guru
Poornima
festivities
wrapped
up.
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The Devi comes alive!
We’ve had a lot of
homams and pujas this spring
and summer, from the New
Year’s Pratyangira homam, to
three full days of May Festival,
to the Ekadasa Rudra homam
on Guru Poornima morning.
And each time, the Mother and
her celestial gang have shown
their presence.
In fact, this issue’s cover
shot was taken during the
Chandi homam on Aadi Puram
morning, where She appeared
with sword and lion, slaying
Mahishasura.
These photos have not
been altered in any way, except
for brightness.

Above left: the Devi’s arms, torso, hips and pavadai can be seen
rising after a bucket of red chilies were offered into the homam.
Right: Garuda always makes an appearance at the Pratyangira
homam, but usually in the sky over the back fields. This time, his
head, beak and wings can clearly be seen in the flames.

Bare chest
Smiling
face,
looking
downward

His wide
left ear

Pavadai

Machete

Distinctive
elephantine eye

Head and
trunk

The Devi appeared at the purnahuti of the
Pratyangira homam, smiling, holding a
machete (like Kali) and slightly bent over.
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Taken after the Vancha-Kalpa Ganapathi homam on one of
the May Festival days, the elephant god’s head can be seen
as devotees began chanting Ganapathi Atharvasirsham.
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Above: He’s facing the other way in our fire, but Maha Pratyangira’s consort, Lord
Sarabeshwara, appeared after the last purnahuti on one of the May Festival days. His
animal legs, stubby tail, and lion head remain intact, complete with hollow black eyes.

The photo on the left was
taken a few seconds after
the final naivedyam was
offered to Devi on the
Friday of May Festival (the
silver vessel can be seen
in front of her). Judging by
her mysteriously puffed
cheeks, it looks like she
liked the food!
The photo on the right was
taken just minutes earlier
as the last shankaabhishekams were
wrapping up. This is how
the Devi usually looks.

As everyone stood for
the vasodhara of the
Ekadasa Rudra homam
on Guru Poornima
morning, the Devi’s body
and arms can be seen
rising out of the fire.

Tail

Hump

Head, with nose
pointed up

It was confirmed that
Nandi was the one who
accepted the Rudra
homam’s purnahuti—
this photo of a kneeling
bull was taken at the
same time.
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Temple
Lore
Lore
How I Met My Guru
by Sudha Priya Kearney

The stories of the devotees at the Sri Rajarajeswari Peetam create the very
essence of the temple’s soul.
Aiya has verified all these tales for their authenticity, and he urges devotees to
share their experiences for the benefit of future generations. All identities will be
kept in the strictest confidentiality unless otherwise requested.
This is the first of three parts of Sudha’s long and winding road to Aiya. ;)

In 1988 my older sister was
visiting me in Boston since we
had planned to attend a bonsai
class at a nursery in the area. I
had just purchased Autobiography
of a Yogi at the time so I mentioned
to my sister that I will pass it on
to her after I finish reading it. She
had looked at the photo of the
author on the cover and was
looking forward to reading it too.
On our drive to the Bonsai class
my sister suddenly pointed to a
window in a book store and said
to pull into that parking lot. She
had noticed a poster of the
swami’s photo that looked like the
photo on the book I was reading.
At the store we found the poster
was an advertisement for a
lecture by a couple of monks from
the Self Realization Fellowship
(SRF) started by Paramahamsa
Yogananda, the author of
Autobiography of a Yogi. We
attended the lecture the next day,
and were so impressed with it
that we both decided to sign up
for the mail-order meditation
lessons.
Certainly someone had guided
us or else how could a trip to a
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bonsai class have led us to attend
the lecture. I could not wait to
read more of the book I had just
purchased. When I got to the
chapter about Maha Avatar
Babaji who was Yogananda’s
parameshti guru I realized he was
the same boat man who had
blessed me with his dharshan and
gift of the lotus garland in Sri
Nagar a few years ago. (read this
story in the March 2009 issue of the
Sri Chakra –ed.)
Eagerly I awaited my lessons
(mailed bi-weekly) and dutifully
practiced the techniques and
accepted Yogananda as my Guru.
I was looking forward to the day
when I would be ready for
initiation into Kriya yoga as
taught by Babaji to the SRF
lineage.
I regularly attended the weekly
meditation and bhajans at the
SRF center in Newton, MA.
When I went to Connecticut to see
my family, my mother and older
sister would accompany me to the
Sunday service held in the
basement of an SRF member’s
house in Wolcott, CT. After
attending a meditation one

weekend I purchased an audio
cassette that had Yogananda’s
voice taped during a satsang
along with some bhajans. I was
looking forward to hearing my
guru’s voice, but as soon as I
heard Yogananda’s voice I thought
this does not sound like my guru’s
voice. How strange, I thought to
myself—how should my guru’s
voice sound?
As I listened to his voice the
feeling persisted that this can not
be my guru’s voice. I was very
disappointed but could not share
my doubts with anyone because
all the SRF members I had met
used to listen to Yogananda’s
tapes with such reverence and
were so very devoted to him and
referred to him as Gurudeva. I
brushed aside my doubts and
continued with the lessons since I
was having a lot of spiritual
experiences while practicing the
meditation techniques.
In about a couple of years I was
approved for the Kriya initiation
along with my older sister who
also had been studying the
lessons. We went for the
initiation ceremony at the SRF
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center in Los Angeles, CA. As
part of the Kriya initiation we
officially accepted Yogananda as
our guru and promised to follow
his teachings. We were cautioned
that we could miss attaining self
realization for three lifetimes if
we left the path.
I returned to Boston and the
very next morning with great
anticipation started my first
practice of Kriya at home. Almost
immediately I saw this most
intricate and beautiful geometric
design in my forehead. The colors
of the design were vibrant, the
most beautiful blue and brilliant
yellow. It had triangles, and
circles, and thereafter every time I
sat down to do Kriya I saw it.
I continued going to the Newton
center for weekly group
meditation and kirtan once a
month. After kirtan one day I
was introduced to someone who
had grown up in Bombay as I
had. He occasionally attended
the monthly kirtans and each
time he saw me he would tell me
that he had an audiocassette that
he thought I would enjoy. He
would tell me he would bring it
for me next month but each
month he would forget.
Three years later in early 1993
while I was living in Connecticut
with my older sister Usha, we
met this person again at an SRF
retreat. On the last day of the
retreat, he was finally able to give
me the cassette. On our way
home I put it in the car’s cassette
player. There was an
introduction by some lady about
the benefits of mantra and then
the enchanting music of the drone
and I heard a man’s voice start
with “Om Sri Gurubhyo
Namaha.”
I cannot express in words the
feelings this voice evoked in me. I
had this overwhelming and
urgent desire to meet this person.

For the hour and half drive home
as we were driving and listening
to the Om Namah Shivaya tape I
started to imagine he was a wise
old man with ash on his forehead
wearing a traditional dhoti (loin
cloth) living in a remote village in
South India. And God, I thought it
was going to be so difficult to
travel to a hot, dusty village in
South India to meet him. But I felt
like I just had to meet him!
When we reached our house I
called the man who had given us
the tape and was so relieved to
find out that this person,
Chaitanyananda, lived in
Rochester, NY. He was known as
Aiya and he had a temple in his
garage. I was invited along with
my sister to attend an all-night
Maha Shivarathri puja the very
next month.
So on a cold, snowy evening on
Maha Shivarathri in February
1993 we arrived in Rochester
around 7:30 p.m. sometime before
the puja started. I entered the
temple, which was filled with a lot
of people, and found a spot to
stand in the corner close to the
Ganesha murthi in the shrine
room. I saw this South Indian
priest in the center dressed up in
very traditional attire, and I
recognized his voice from Om

Namaha Shivaya tape. He was
looking at the stone image of
Ganesha and doing puja to him.
I looked over at the Ganesha
murty and all of a sudden as the
priest was pouring water with
this little silver spoon I saw this
baby elephant laughing and
splashing water as a little baby
does when his mother is bathing
him. I looked at the priest and at
the Ganesha and again I see this
happy baby elephant gurgling
happily and splashing water as
he was being bathed. I was
astonished at this vision. Then
the priest offered some incense,
flowers and food and continued
with the chanting and rituals
along with some loud music.
I looked around the room and
noticed the ladies were dressed in
beautiful silk sarees like they were
going to a wedding and most of
them were chanting along with
the priest. I was very surprised to
see a young American woman
dressed up in an elaborate silk
saree wearing a nose ornament
with a big red bindi on her
forehead chanting in Sanskrit
along with the priest!
Look for Part 2 of “How I met my
Guru” in the December 2009 issue of
the Sri Chakra.

The author, Sudha Priya, at the temple’s
Shivarathri festival earlier this year. She
and her husband, Michael, have been
Aiya’s students for about 16 years now.
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Somasi-mara Nayanmar
by Gratus Devanesan

Somasi-mara Nayanmar
reached the lotus feet of Lord
Shiva by a means more familiar to
those of us that frequent the Sri
Rajarajeswari Peetam. He
believed in constant and
unfaltering devotion to Lord
Shiva like all other Nayanmars,
however, Somasi chose to pursue
that devotion by performing
homa. He would ritualistically,
and without fail, offer oblations to
the fire as prescribed by the
scriptures.
Moreover he would do mantra
japam daily, with the Shiva
panchakshara—Namah Shivaya.
He was born into the tradition
of chanting the Vedas, to a
Brahmin family that resided in
the town of Ambar. However, he
did abandon all sense of caste and
class. Although he performed
yajnas with accuracy and purity,
he never thought of himself
highly. Instead, he saw all of the
Lord’s devotees as superior to him
and considered them his rulers.
So he would be ever pleased by
the presence and accompaniment
of anyone who was Shiva’s
devotee.
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With that devotion and
concentration he went to
Thiruvarur, and performed a
yajna there—pouring ghee into
the fire with his usual devotion,
concentration and love. There, he
reached out and touched the feet
of Vanthondan and reached the
abode of Shiva.

Sekkhizhar adds that the
chanting of the Namah Shivaya
mantra has brought many a
devotee to Shiva.
However, he warns that it is
only effective in bringing about a
sense of peace and bliss if it is
chanted with a universal feeling
of love.
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The Ashta-Paashas
Eight roadblocks

on the path
to the Devi

part 4
A devotee recently asked Aiya a
question that is on every upasaka’s
mind—How can one truly reach his or
her guru, and the Devi? Aiya, along
with the input of Sri
Shangaranarayana, gave a lengthy
answer that described how a person
needs to destroy the negative aspects of
their mind and soul in order to really
hear and see the Devi.
This is the fourth of four installments
detailing Aiya’s exact words during
that Q&A session, where he detailed
the ashta-paashas (or eight negative
character traits) that block a person
from self-realization—grna, shanka,
bhaya, lajja, juhupsa, kulam,
jaadi, seelam.

In the beginning, I’ll tell you,
this is the way I developed. When
Guruji taught me, he told me,
‘Listen to your inner voice.”
In the beginning, you cannot
distinguish between your mind
saying something and your inner
voice saying something. But if
you persist over a period of time,
you will know the separation as
clearly as day and night. That
inner voice is the Mother, talking
to you from inside and telling you
what you should do. And if you
pay heed to Her and keep at it,
then She will begin to show
Herself to you, in many ways…
not just in visions. That is just
one of the aspects.
See, if one person is talking to
another about something and I
am just sitting there, one
particular phrase that is said will
catch [in your mind]. It will
suddenly hit home because I have

been thinking about this problem.
Something he said will go deep
inside and if I think about it, I will
know She has spoken through him.
These words, Sahasraaksha
saharapaad, these are not empty
words, they are the truth. You know
what it means? The being that looks
through countless eyes; the being
that walks through countless feet. It
means that She is in everyone! So
why should you not think that She is
talking to you? If you are alert, you
will get it.
You could buy me three MercedesBenz cars and I might be happy for a
little while but then I’ll start cursing
you, ‘Why did this guy buy this
thing when he knows that service
costs are so high?’ That example will
tell you, what appears to be very
valuable in the eyes of the world and
in the eyes of everybody else… once
you start keeping it, you will find
that it has become a white
elephant—a burden.
And all the things that come to you
are not all that they are cracked up
to be. They will come today, they
will go tomorrow. The only thing
that will come to you and will stay
permanently is friendship—
provided you cultivate that
friendship properly.
If I think, ‘Oh, this guy is driving a
Lexus… that means he must be
loaded a little bit,’ and so every time
another guy comes to the temple I
think, ‘He just drives an old beat-up
Corolla,’ and so I keep on only doing
things for the first person. Tell me
you haven’t noticed it in other
temples. If a jewelry shop owner
comes in, the priest will say, ‘Oh,
come, come!’ and chant his name in

an archana whether he asked
for it or not. Meanwhile there’s
one fellow standing there with
a ticket for 10 minutes and he
hasn’t even looked at him.
That’s wrong.
That is why Guruji very
wisely told me to not enclose
the sanctum. He said not to put
one door where only one person
can come in and go out. He said
open it and leave it open.
There is one thing he told me
that I will never forget—he said,
‘Who is She to you? She is your
mother. Do you see a stone
statue? No, you see your mom.
Who is She to the person who is
walking in through the door?
She is the mother for that
person too. If you have the right
to touch your mother, who are
you to say don’t touch her to
someone else?’
You can’t do that. And in his
temple it’s the same thing.
Anyone can walk into the
sanctum—of course you have to
be clean—you can touch her
and you can do puja.
So, the things to be aware of
and get rid of in yourself are
grna, shanka, bhaya, lajja,
juhupsa, kulam, jaadi and
seelam. Then of course there are
the normal things, the ari-shadvarga, kama (lust), krodha
(anger), moha (greed,
selfishness), lobha (stinginess),
mada (pride), maatsaryam
(jealousy)—those things are
also there in the background.
But the first eight things you
must eliminate because they are
the eight forms of the ego.
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Secrets of
the
of the
Secrets

Yajna Phala Stotram
by Aiya

The June 2009 issue of
the Sri Chakra saw Aiya
explaining how the Devi
dictated the Yajna Phala
Stotram to him several
years ago. This stotram
can be found right after
the Khadgamala in the Sri
Chakra Puja Vidhih book,
and will give those who

part 2

are committed to
chanting it all the benefits
that it describes. Aiya
recently agreed to reveal
its full meaning and
allowed it to be published
in the Sri Chakra
magazine. This is the 2nd
installment in a three-part
series.

Nyasam
Asya sri yajna phala stotramala maha mantrasya
Chaitanya amrta rshaye namaha sirasi
That’s what She gave. There are always two meanings: This stotram is a mala mantram. It has flown out of
the consciousness of Chaitanyam—of pure consciousness—and it has been bathed in nectar. The second
meaning is, it has flown from the pure consciousness of Chaitanyananda and Amritananda.
avyakta Gayatri chandase namaha mukha vrtte
Sri Lalita Maha Tripurasundari devataya namaha hrdaye
The Gayathri this is pointing to is not clear, or avyaktam. And the deity for this stotram is Lalita herself.
Aim bijam—the seed here is Saraswati herself
kleem saktih—the power for this comes from the bijaakshara kleem, representing Lakshmi
sauh keelakam—it is secured and anchored on keelakam
Sri Lalita Maha Tripurasundari prasada siddhyarthe jape viniyogaha—to get the grace of Sri Lalita, this stotram is
being done.
I won’t go into the angan-nyasam and karun-nyasam, because it is the sadanga-nyasam that we should all
be familiar with by now.

Dhyanam
Pratidine trikale trikona sikhara nilaye
Everyday, three times a day—after the last triangle, what is there? The bindu. She’s indicating what is
above the last triangle on top of the mountain (the Meru) without saying it outright.
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Svaprakasa vimarsa nirmala akase |
Here, there’s a double meaning: She’s talking about something self-effulgent in Svaprakasa, but it is also the
name of my parama guru. She’s saying this stotram is coming from Svaprakasa’s effulgence. His express,
unblemished words are coming from his internal space.
Amrta mangalya jiva mantra abharane
This refers to how the mangalyam in the old days did not hang like a chain, but was worn tight around the
neck like a choker. Jiva is life, and the life-force is present like the mangalyam at the throat. But what is She
really telling you? Concentrate at the visuddhi chakra in your throat during this dhyanam.
Manibhuta sura siddha avahana muhurte ||
Mani is a gemstone and bhuta refers to the elements—but what She is indicating here is the manipura
chakra at the diaphragm. And what is the element there? Fire! As you’re chanting this, do the homams there,
at your manipura. You are installing the suras and siddhas (the devas and holy men), but what time do you
do this? At usha-kaalam, which is dawn! That is the ideal time of day to chant this.
Jñanajya ananda dravya vairagya haviragne
Your realization (jnana) is the ghee you are doing this homam with, the bliss you feel (ananda) is your
homa-dravyam, and your detachment (vairagya) should be the havis (cooked offerings).
Patiradi sapta graham subha nitya yajñe |
The pati is Brihaspati—She’s telling you to begin this on his day, Thursday. For the remaining seven days,
do this homam, which is auspicious. That’s just a way to tell you to chant it daily.
Mahesardha jyoti pranava vamanga bije
What is ardha? Half! And who is the one who occupies half of Mahesha? The Devi! She is the effulgent
(jyoti) and she’s on the left side of the essence of the pranavam, which is Parameshwara.
Mantra japa homa yajña sri prasada hetu ||
You can do this as a mantra japam, or a homam (for you), or a yajnam (for the whole world). If you do this,
it becomes the cause (hetu) for Sri Prasadam—you will get Devi’s blessings if you do this!

Stotram
1.

Suddhikaram param jñanam sarvopa-drava nivaranam |
Sarvavyadhi prasamanam sarvabhishta pradayakam |
Chaturkona madhyastam vahnideva mavahanam ||

For purification (suddhikaram), internal realization, to ward off all difficulties, to cure all diseases, and to
fulfill all desires, install Agni deva in the middle of a square, or homakundam.
2.

Prthvi loka trikundam tamra mañcha vilepanam
Triguna pitha arohanam vayukona samsthitam. ||

She’s talking about using a metal homakundam that comes from the earth. Then She says what the metal
should be—tamra is copper, and mancha is a bed. The homakundam is Agni’s bed. The specification is that
you should sit in the northwest and do the homam.
3.

Tantra marga purushottamam dharmini sahita yajamanam |
Japa dhyana_aradhanam nitya yajana madhikaram. ||

Now she’s talking about who’s qualified to do the homam—a purushan who’s following the path of tantra
should do the homam in the company of his wife (dharmini). Not only that—he should be doing japam,
dhyanam and puja every day. But what is nitya yajana? Nitya refers to the Nitya kala devis in the Sri
Chakra, and to do yajana to the Sri Chakra, a person must at least have the Pancha-dasakshari mantra. See
the depth? With just word She has told you what you need.

Look for the 3rd and final part of this series in the December 2009 Sri Chakra, where Aiya will describe the meanings and
efficacy of the remaining stanzas of the Yajna Phala Stotram.
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Sri Gurubhyo Namaha
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